Abstract-Considering the driving habits which are learned from the naturalistic driving data in the path-tracking system can significantly improve the acceptance of intelligent vehicles. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to generate the prediction results of lateral commands with confidence regions according to the reference based on the learned motion primitives. We present a two-level structure for learning and generalizing motion primitives through demonstrations. The lower-level motion primitives are generated under the path segmentation and clustering layer in the upper-level. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is utilized to represent the primitives and Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) is selected to generalize the motion primitives. We show how the upper-level can help to improve the prediction accuracy and evaluate the influence of different time scales and the number of Gaussian components. The model is trained and validated by using the driving data collected from the Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) intelligent vehicle platform. Experiment results show that the proposed method can extract the motion primitives from the driving data and predict the future lateral control commands with high accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent vehicles are expected to be integrated into our daily life. This requires the vehicles to perform human-like actions which can improve the adaptability for human driving habit and increase the potential for acceptance of intelligent driving system [1] - [3] . Learning by imitation or learning from demonstrations is an effective way that enables the vehicles to learn from observing motions and to generalize the learned motions to new situations [4] . Approaches which are utilized to represent motions have been developed as a typical framework for imitation learning. The observed motions are often represented by abstract forms and these abstract forms are called motion primitives (MPs) [5] [6] . MPs have been well-established and used to solve many complex tasks in robotics, such as unscrewing a light bulb [7] , striking table tennis [8] and ball throwing [9] . The purpose of using MPs is to enable the decomposition of complex tasks into elemental movements and develop more efficient solution algorithms. Based on the same concept, Bender et al. [10] developed a two-layer unsupervised approach for inferring driver behavior from driving data. The driving data include the pose and dynamic state of the vehicle are decomposed into linear segments automatically in the first layer. And the driving behavior such as turning, braking, accelerating and coasting are inferred from the driving data within each segment in the second layer. Taniguchi et al. [11] proposed an unsupervised hierarchical model to predict driving behavior using driving data which consist of steering angle, brake pressure and accelerator pedal position. A sequence of driving words is generated from the driving data, each consisting of several driving letters. And the driving letters which represent one typical driving behavior are then inferred within each driving word [12] .
Although the MPs are extracted from driving data, the purpose of the above-mentioned approaches are to predict discrete results of driving behaviors, not continuous driver operation behaviors. Inspired by the work of Taniguchi, Hamada et al. [13] propose to apply the beta process autoregressive hidden Markov model (BP-AR-HMM) with dynamical systems to predict general driving operation behaviors, not the sequence of symbols. Flad et al. [14] identified a model which describe the driver steering behavior as a sequence of MPs. Besides, each MPs describe the resulting steering angle sequence under a specific configuration of the driver's neuromuscular system. However, the application of these methods is limited in the field of driving assistance systems. Their missions are to infer the future driving behavior with the past driving data and parameterized driving situations, not to predict the driving behavior with the desired path informations which are generated by the motion planner or navigation system.
Predictive control is often applied to improve the efficiency and performance of the path-tracking controller. One crucial aspect is to predict future vehicle motions considering the reference path. Ostafew et al. [15] established the motion prediction model with a priori vehicle model and a learned disturbance model. Disturbances are modeled as a Gaussian Process and updated based on the experience from collected data during previous trials. As a result, the proposed method is limited to reduce trajectory-specific path-tracking errors. Funfgeld et al. [16] proposed an approach which can predict the vehicle motion considering the available road data and uncertain driver behavior. The road data are given as a treelike structure of road segments and the driver behavior are defined by the maximum tolerated vehicle states of each road (a) A total of 81 hours of driving data are collected by the platform. The steering-wheel angle which collected from CAN bus network and the path data which are gathered from the integrated navigation unit are used to train the motion primitives in this paper.
(b) Sampled data of one typical demonstration. The background color indicates the identified path type.The selected clustering features include the time duration, average and maximum course deviation and average velocity of the segmented path primitive.
(c) The path types are identified by using segmentation and clustering method in the upper-level. In the lower-level, the motion primitives are trained based on the regrouped data.
(d) The motion primitives take into account the path and operation commands of previous, current and future. The steering wheel angles are predicted with uncertainty description by generalizing the learned motion primitives. Differing from previous research focusing on the past driving data and parameterized driving situations [10] - [14] , the future path reference is also taken into consideration in our MPs. Besides, neither specific trajectory [15] nor segmented road data [16] has been used to establish the MPs. The general path data that are collected from our data collection system is applied as training data for our MPs. In order to predict the steering wheel angle based on personalized driver behavior, a two-level MPs learning and generalizing structure has been proposed, in which the lowerlevel motion primitives have to be extracted and generalized under the upper-level path segmentation and cluster layer as shown in Fig. 1 . The main task of our work will be explained further in Section II. Furthermore, the influence of different time scales and GMM components are analyzed. The main contribution of this paper is to provide one possible structure to segment and cluster the path primitives and train the MPs within each type of path primitives. Besides, the results also indicate the suitable parameters to train the MPs for pathtracking applications.
The remains of this paper are organized as follows. Section III presents the GMM and GMR methods that we use to solve the problem. Section IV introduces the data collection system and model training process. Section V shows the experiment results and discussion. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Learning motion primitives is to extract basic elementary vehicle paths and driver operations from human demonstrations. After the motion primitives have been learned, the lateral operation commands are then generalized according to the known parameters of the motion primitives.
The driving data is used as a basis for learning of path-tracking skills. The following variables are defined to represent the vehicle path points, driver lateral operation commands and motion primitives.
is the definition of the vehicle path point at time t, where ∆θ t = θ t − θ t−1 is the course deviation between the time t and t − 1, and v t is the velocity of the path point.
1×1 is the state of the steering wheel angle at time t.
is the definition of motion primitive at time t, where n ∈ N * , ∆t = 0.1s.
Therefore, the general form of the proposed motion primitive application for path tracking is presented as
The Eq.1 is to generate the predicted steering wheel angle sequences δ t0:t0+n∆t with the motion primitive input variables P t0 in which can be observed at time t 0 corresponding to the trained model λ i classified by the path cluster labels.
III. LEARNING AND GENERALIZING MOTION PRIMITIVES
In our upper-level framework, the path primitives are defined by the cluster labels. The path primitives can be segmented and represented by a set of features, whereby the features are computed from the raw data of path point sequences. Finding an appropriate feature set to segment and represent the path primitive is essential for the clustering algorithm. One suitable way to solve this problem is to use the zero crossing course deviation as an intuitive criterion to obtain the segmentation of paths, and apply GMM to cluster the selected features of the segmented path.
The switch between different path primitives is considered to be discrete. Therefore, only one path primitive is active at a time. The motion primitives are learned and generalized based on the chosen path primitive in our lowerlevel framework. Three kinds of features are selected to train the motion primitive models: the previous, current and future state of path point sequences and steering wheel angle sequences. The motion primitives are trained by using GMM and generalized by applying GMR.
A. Segmenting and Representing Path Primitives
Given a path point sequence data, path primitive segments are generated through the following steps: Segment labeling is of thresholding on the course deviation data, and the data are segmented into left, right and neutral. Although the segment labeling is neutral, fluctuations exist in the course deviation data. So with this processing, the lane keeping behavior and the changing of direction are served as the segment point of the path point sequence.
Due to the limited number of path samples and noisy sensor data, it is crucial to select the most significant features to avoid the over-fitting problem of path primitive model training. As a result, four dominant features are defined and listed in Eq 3. The selected features address the aspects of steering operation time, course angle characteristics and velocity characteristics.
In the situation of path primitive model training, the feature dataset x path (i) for each path segment is defined as
where td(i) is the time duration of the segmented path primitive i, ave cd(i), max cd(i) and ave vel(i) are the average course deviation, maximum course deviation and average velocity of the segmented path primitive i separately.
The GMM is applied to train the cluster model both for the path primitives and motion primitives. The GMM is represented as
where x is a set of d-dimension sequence,
with
Likelihood Estimation of the model parameters is achieved iteratively using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. To avoid getting trapped into poor local minima, a k-means clustering technique is applied to solve the initial estimation problem. Besides, the number of the mixture model k is determined by the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC).
After the model has been trained by utilizing the selected features, the path point sequences can be labeled by the trained model. The cluster label of path segment is represented as label path (i) = arg max 1≤j≤k {P r(j|x path (i))} (6)
where P r(j|x path (i)) is the probability of data x path (i) being in Gaussian model j.
Although the motion primitives which will be discussed in the next section have already taken previous states of the path points into consideration, the time scale is limited in order to restrict the dimensions of GMM. Due to the requirement of long timescale consideration without increasing the dimensions of GMM, the regrouped training data of motion primitives are based on the previous, current and future cluster labels of path primitives. The path primitive P ath(i) is defined as P ath(i) = {label path (i − 1), label path (i), label path (i + 1)} (8)
B. Learning Motion Primitives
In our lower-level framework, the motion primitives are learned based on the type of path primitive. Therefore, the collected driving data are divided into different groups which are then used as the training dataset for different kinds of motion primitive models. The number of motion primitive models is equal to the number of path primitive type.
The output grouped training data for motion primitive model λ i is shown as follows: (10) where pht represents the path primitive type, D is the total collected driving data, D pht is the regrouped dataset according to the different path primitive type, n 1 is the number of path primitive type.
After the data has been regrouped, the GMMs are applied to train the motion primitive models respectively. The single training dataset x m (t i ) is defined as
where n 2 , n 3 ∈ N * are the value of time scale that takes into consideration when training the motion primitive model.
The model training process is the same as path primitive model training. When the model has been trained, the parameters of each motion primitive GMMs could be calculated as
C. Generalizing Motion Primitives
To reconstruct a general form for the future steering wheel angle we apply GMR. The motion primitive variables P t0 in at time t 0 are used as the input states of the motion primitive model. And the corresponding values δ t0:t0+n∆t are estimated through regression.
For each type of motion primitive GMM models, the input and output parameters are separated. The mean and covariance matrix of the Gaussian component k are defined as:
The conditional expectation and estimated conditional covariance of δ t0:t0+n∆t with the input of P t0 in are defined as:
whereμ es,k andΣ es,k are mixed based on the probability that corresponds with P t0 in in Gaussian component k.
The final estimation of µ es and Σ es are given by a mixture of K components using Eq. 18, Eq. 19 and Eq. 20.
Therefore, by predicting μ es ,Σ es at different time t 0 , a generalized form of the motion primitiveP t = P t0 in,δ t0:t0+n∆t and the associated covariance matrix Σ δ es are produced.
IV. DATA COLLECTION AND MODEL TRAINING
In this section, we will introduce our data collection system and present an overview of our dataset. Besides, the details of data training process which includes the preprocessing and different model training variables are presented. Finally, the performance index of the prediction accuracy is discussed.
A. Data Collection
The BIT intelligent vehicle platform was used to collect the driving data (see in Fig. 1a) . Nine drivers of different ages and personalities have participated in the driving data collection experiments in Beijing. The driving situations contain ring roads, highways, intersections, etc. The driving operations include lane keeping, lane changing, overtaking and other typical driving operations.
B. Data Training Process 1) Preprocessing:
The emergency driving situations are removed from the training dataset manually with the help of collected camera data. Moving average filter with a window size W=5 is utilized to smooth the entire extracted database.
2) Motion Primitive Model Training Process: The different training process or different types of motion primitive models can be concluded by four parameters: the number of different path primitive n 1 , the value of previous time scale n 2 , the value of prediction time scale n 3 and the number of GMM components n 4 . In order to evaluate the influence of the components number on motion primitive model, the three parameters are selected as follows.
• n 1 ∈ {1, 3, 27} are selected to evaluate the influence of the number of path primitives. When n 1 is set to 1, there is no upper-level. The motion primitives are directly learned from the driving data without regrouping. When n 1 is set to 3 which is determined by the BIC, the upper-level is activated. When n 1 is set to 27, the timing relationship of path clustering labels is considered (see in Eq.8 ).
• n 2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2, 3} are selected to evaluate the effect of previous time scale. When n 2 is set to -1, even the current state of the steering wheel angle is not considered during the model training process (see in Eq. 12). • The prediction time scale n 3 is always set to 50. So the prediction time domain is selected as 5s no matter how the training process changes. Therefore, the evaluation indicators could be unified (see in Eq. 14).
• n 4 ∈ {3, 6, 9} are selected to evaluate the influence of the number of GMM components that utilized in the training process of motion primitive model.
V. RESULTS

A. Segmenting and Clustering Results of Path Primitives
For all the driving data, our segmentation algorithm was always able to find the correct segmented point. By utilizing the feature dataset of each path primitive, the cluster model for path primitives was trained. The mean matrixes of each Gaussian component were shown in Table I .
B. Predicting Results by Generalizing Motion Primitives
The comparison results of different training parameters are shown in Table II . The dataset of path type = {1, 1, 1} was chosen to evaluate the model. Although the trend of the comparison results of each path primitive type was just the same, the selected path primitive type was the most obvious.
Finally, four typical driving situations were chosen to present and compare the prediction results of our methods. (see Fig. 2 ). Different colors within each segmentation result illustrated different types of MPs, and the colors in the four segmentation results are linked with each other. The general GMM-GMR model without the upper-level was chosen as the reference to highlight the advantages of our two-layer structure and the importance of taking the current state P c into consideration.
C. Discussion
The benefit of our approach becomes quite obvious when comparing the results of the two-level structure approach with the referenced general GMM-GMR model, shown in Fig. 2 . Despite achieving comparable predicted results, the prediction of the reference model works worse in generalizing MPs. From the driving situation a to situation d, the average errors of our approach is 5.26
• , 1.03 Table II (type=1) also emphasize the advantage of the two-level training structure over direct training process. The path primitives were able to regroup the training data, thus increasing the predicted accuracy by 9.91%. The reason is the great difference between the path primitives, especially in the aspect of time duration and course deviation which are represented by Gaussian components in Table I . So it is hard to train a signal MP model which can handle all the driving situations. However, our approach to segment the path primitives uses intuitive criterion. And there are some frequent switching of the path types, it is extremely obvious in Fig 2c. Actually some of the segmented points can be merged.
Besides, the previous time scale which has been taken into consideration in the MPs is another crucial aspect of the training process. If we do not consider the current state in model training, the average errors increase by 45.77% and the average variance increase by 76.91% (see Table II (type=2)). The reason is that the lateral operation command is a continuous variable. So it is quite important to introduce some previous reference points in the MPs. However, the improvement in the prediction remains essentially unchanged when the past time scales become larger than 1.
Finally, the number of GMM components also influences the predicting accuracy, but the improvement is not as significant as the hierarchical structure and time scales (see Table  II ). Considering the predicting accuracy and computational complexity, the overall winner is the training parameter set {n 1 = 27, n 2 = 1.n 4 = 3}.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed to use a two-level structure for learning and generalizing motion primitives. Based on this, path primitives were segmented first and then clustered by applying GMM. We presented how the observed path data can be incorporated into the GMM representation and what kind of typical features have been chosen to identify each path primitive. This leads to the regrouping of driving data based on the type of path primitives which is the main benefit of our structure. We evaluated different time scales and GMM components when applying GMM to train the MPs model and utilizing GMR to generalize the model. Our approach was validated with the collected driving data, one typical path primitive type was chosen to discuss the The prediction results of four typical driving situations. In each subgraph, the desired path information, path type identification result and prediction result are presented in order. The shaded region corresponds to the standard deviation. Two methods were compared here, one is called the proposed method(two-level structure approach) with a training parameters{n 1 = 27, n 2 = 1.n 4 = 3}, the other one is called the general method(the reference model) with a training parameters {n 1 = 1, n 2 = −1.n 4 = 9} influence of training parameters and four typical driving situations were chosen to evaluate the predicting accuracy. We found that our approach is able to learn and generalize the MPs from driving data by using the suitable training parameters.
In future work, we aim at learning MPs considering the road conditions, combining the proposed approach with some stable path tracking methods and optimizing the MPs model online.
